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Audience
This document is a reference guide to the grammar of the extensions to the AMRF part model. This document is intended to be used by programmers implementing systems that will make use of AMRF part model data. It is expected that the user is familiar with the contents of the document "AMRF Database Report Format: Part Model" [Hopp87b] as this document contains only the additions to the part model format. The two documents must be used in conjunction with each other for completeness.
Overview
Section 2 of this document describes the structure and syntax of the part model report grammar and mentions tools that use the format. Appendix A provides a formal definition of the new grammar. Appendix B contains the revised dictionary definition. Appendix C provides a formal definition of the new data types. Appendix D contains sample part model files along with sketches of the parts being modeled.
PART MODEL EXTENSIONS 2.1 Structure of the Part Model Format
The AMRF part model format has five main sections; header, topology, geometry, features and functionality. At minimum, the report must contain the geometry and topology of a valid boundary representation solid model. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the geometry and topology hierarchy. Ellipse, hyperbola, parabola and b-spline all fall under the curves subsection of the geometry section of the part model format. 
Explanation of Formal Language Syntax
The additions, like the rest of the part model grammar, are expressed in Backus Naur Form (BNF); a context free syntax. This grammar has been annotated with semantic rules that define how the reports should be interpreted when parsed. The semantic rules express the standard AMRF interpretation for these reports. As such, these rules should be viewed as a guide, rather than a requirement as to how the parser should be implemented. Semantic rules are associated with each reduction in the grammar. They define how attributes from the left-hand-side of a reduction should be computed from attributes of the righthand-side syntactic elements. The semantic rules are divided into two parts: the first labeled
Semantics defines the actions that should be taken when a particular reduction is applied during the parsing. The Constraints section defines consistency criteria that can be used at the time a reduction is applied to check for errors in the report.
The semantic rules make use of global dictionary data structures. Dictionaries may be any sort of convenient data structure, from a linked list to a hash table to a relational database. They function as symbol tables for objects named in the report. A dictionary should be considered an array of identical elements indexed by symbolic names. The extensions defined in this report specify new entity structures for curveDictionary. The semantic rules refer to entities in pointDictionary and unitVectorDictionary. Entities in all dictionaries are named entities; entities in different dictionaries in the same part may have the same name, while still being distinct entities.
For further details see [Hopp87b] .
Use of the Part Model Extensions
Several tools exist which support the AMRF part model format. Manufacturing applications within the AMRF receive information from the part model through a parser which treats the report as a source of data and creates a set of initialized data structures in memory. An updated version of the part model parser exists and can be invoked by following the directions found in "Using the AMRF Part Model Format" [Ressler87] . Prototype part model report generation software has been implemented on several publicly available CAD systems at NIST.
Solid model representations of parts created on these systems may be extracted from the proprietary database and converted to the AMRF part model format. The part model report may then be translated into a subset of PDES/STEP by another translator. For details on PDES conversion, see "Converting the AMRF Part Model Report to a PDES/STEP Subset" [Lee88] .
APPENDIX A: GRAMMAR center: a point major_axis: a direction normal: a direction major_radius: a number minor_radius: a number A point data structure is an entry in pointDictionary. A direction data structure is an entry in the unitVectorDictionary.
HYPERBOLIC_CURVE
A structure with five fields:
center: a point major_axis: a direction normal: a direction major_radius: a number minor_radius: a number A point data structure is an entry in pointDictionary. A direction data structure is an entry in the unitVectorDictionary.
PARABOLIC_CURVE
A structure with four fields:
center: a point focal_dir: a direction normal: a direction focal_dist: a number A point data structure is an entry in pointDictionary. A direction data structure is an entry in the unitVectorDictionary.
B-SPLINE_CURVE
A structure with three fields:
degree: a number number_control_points: a number control_points: a list of points A point data structure is an entry in pointDictionary.
The type LIST was used in "AMRF Database Report Format: Part Model" but was omitted from the type definitions. It is included here for the sake of completeness.
LIST
A LIST is either the constant nil or a structure with two fields:
head: an element from a dictionary tail: a LIST
The data structure of the head is determined by the dictionary in which the element occurs.
The types VECTOR and UNIT_VECTOR are unchanged but are included here for the completeness.
VECTOR
x: a number y: a number z: a number UNIT_VECTOR A structure with three fields:
x: a number y: a number z: a number AMRF Part Model Extensions Page 9
APPENDIX D: SAMPLE PART MODEL FILES
The following examples are included to illustrate the use of the extensions. To test the implementation of these extensions, solid models containing the curves were created on the Computervision CAD system. A prototype extraction tool developed in-house was then used to convert between Computervision's proprietary database and the AMRF part model report format.
In the text, the curve representations have been emboldened.
Ellipse
The part ELLIPSE_TEST was created by subtracting a block from a cylinder such that the block intersected the curved surface at an angle. There are four distinct ellipses represented in this model. The part model file follows Figure 2 . LOP28101;EDG266+,EDG299-,EDG268+,EDG276+.
LOP28201;EDG268-,EDG270+,EDG279+.
LOP28401;EDG264-,EDG262+,EDG278-.
LOP28301;EDG277-,EDG262-,EDG301+,EDG266-,EDG275-.
LOP28501;EDG276-,EDG272-,EDG307+,EDG305+,EDG303-,EDG274-,EDG275+. 
Hyperbola
The part HYPERBOLA_TEST was modeled by subtracting a block from a cone where the sides of the block were parallel to and as long as the axis of the cone. There are four distinct hyperbolas in the model. The complete part model file follows the illustration in Figure 3 . 
B-Spline
The part TORPEDO_MOTOR was also modeled on the Computervision system and is an example of an AMRF test part. The part model file for the torpedo motor is too long to be included in its entirety. This part is an example of the complexity of the parts that can now be handled with the AMRF part model format. VTX14075;PNT140750.
